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Abstract

Product aspect extraction from reviews is a
critical task for e-commerce services to un-
derstand customer preferences and pain points.
While aspect phrases extraction and sentiment
analysis have received a lot of attention, clus-
tering of aspect phrases and assigning human
readable names to clusters in e-commerce re-
views is an extremely important and challeng-
ing problem due to the scale of the reviews that
makes human review infeasible. In this pa-
per, we propose fully automated methods for
clustering aspect words and generating human
readable names for the clusters without any
manually labeled data. We train transformer
based sentence embeddings that are aware of
unique e-commerce language characteristics
(eg. incomplete sentences, spelling and gram-
mar errors, vernacular etc.). We also train
transformer based sequence to sequence mod-
els to generate human readable aspect names
from clusters. Both the models are trained us-
ing heuristic based distant supervision. Addi-
tionally, the models are used to improve each
other. Extensive empirical testing showed that
the clustering model improves the Silhouette
Score by 64% when compared to the state-of-
the-art baseline and the aspect naming model
achieves a high ROUGE-L score of 0.79.

1 Introduction
The aspect mining based insights and its polar-
ity extraction from reviews is a critical task for
e-commerce services that enables seller to under-
stand fine-grained customer preferences and im-
prove product offerings. Extracting important key-
words and analyzing their sentiment is a very
well studied area. However, the sheer scale of
e-commerce services poses important novel chal-
lenges. Firstly, review phrases/keywords about
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the same aspect category need to be grouped to-
gether, since each product may have thousands of
reviews and there are millions of products. Such
aggregation will enable downstream individual as-
pect analysis by sellers. Secondly, each review
phrases/keyword group needs to be assigned an
interpretable aspect name to enable easy analysis.
Finally, both steps have to be done without human
annotations, as human review at e-commerce scale
is infeasible. Note that, in this paper, we would
refer to the terms, “phrase”, “review phrase” and
“snippet” interchangeably to denote subsets of a
review text, obtained by splitting a multi-context
review into smaller sentences of single context.
For example, if review text is “The headphone has
a good sound quality but not so good bass quality.
It is useful for playing music while working out.”
then the corresponding review phrases would be
“The headphone has a good sound quality”, “not
so good bass quality” and “It is useful for playing
music while working out.” We have used some
syntactic/lexical rules for context splitting.

For unsupervised aspect grouping, extant meth-
ods use clustering (Bancken et al., 2014) (eg. k-
means) and topic modeling (Brody and Elhadad,
2010) (eg. LDA) approaches. LDA based topic
models assume the words are independently gen-
erated given the topic and consequently can’t
leverage the full context of the review sentences.
k-means based techniques can overcome the draw-
back by using contextual embeddings typically
generated by transformer based models (Devlin
et al., 2018). However, these general purpose
transformer language models fail to capture the
nuances of e-commerce reviews’ language char-
acteristics, such as code mixed sentences includ-
ing vernacular, incomplete sentence formation,
spelling errors. Consequently, these models fail
to generalize to e-commerce domain.Another ma-
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jor drawback of the LDA/k-means based methods
is that these techniques are not able to generate
a human interpretable name for the aspects (top-
ics/clusters).

In this paper, we propose a practical framework
for grouping aspect phrases from reviews into
clusters and generate meaningful aspect names for
the clusters at scale without any human labeled
data. Specifically, the contributions of this paper
are as follows:
(1) The proposed framework is able to cluster
reviews into clusters by training a transformer
model that is aware of the nuances of e-commerce
review language characteristics.
(2) The proposed framework is able to generate
human readable aspect names for the clusters by
training a transformer based conditional natural
language generation model.
(3) The proposed framework uses a heuristic
distant supervision, thereby avoiding the need for
manually labeled data.

To arrive at aspects, we first cluster the phrases
by clustering the phrase embeddings generated
by the state-of-the-art general purpose semantic
matching SBERT model (Reimers and Gurevych,
2019). We fine-tune the transformer based condi-
tional natural language generation (NLG) model
T5 (Raffel et al., 2019) for aspect name genera-
tion that is distantly supervised using a heuristic
TF-IDF distance based algorithm using the above
clustering. Finally, to improve the aspect cluster-
ing, we train a transformer on the reviews cor-
pus using masked language model (MLM) and
subsequently fine-tune it Siamese style using the
pairwise triplet loss. The training data (relevant
and irrelevant pairs of phrases) for triplet loss is
generated using a novel distant supervision strat-
egy that leverages the earlier clustering output
and the name generation model outputs. Conse-
quently, the learned text embeddings are very ro-
bust to nuances of the e-commerce reviews do-
main. We empirically evaluate our framework at
scale on reviews from a popular e-commerce ser-
vice. The distantly supervised semantic embed-
ding based clustering model is able to improve Sil-
houette Score by 64% over a baseline technique
using a state-of-the-art general purpose semantic
embedding model. Our distantly supervised as-
pect name generation model is able to improve the
Rouge-L score by 16%.

2 Related Works
Aspect phrase extraction from text corpus is a
widely researched topic (Quan and Ren, 2014; Qiu
et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2020; Xu et al., 2019,
2018; Wei et al., 2020; He et al., 2017; Vargas
et al., 2020). In this paper we explore two tasks
after aspect phrase extraction, (1) aspect grouping
into clusters, and (2) aspect name generation, that
are specifically important to the e-commerce re-
views domain due to its large scale and lack of an-
notation requiring unsupervised techniques. As-
pect grouping is done typically by clustering/topic
modeling approaches once the aspect phrases have
been extracted. Topic modeling approaches in-
clude LDA, pLSA, NMF based aspect extrac-
tion (Titov and McDonald, 2008; García-Pablos
et al., 2018; Mukherjee and Liu, 2012; Chen et al.,
2014; W. Xu and Gong; C. Ding and Peng). A
number of clustering approaches have also been
explored (Zhai et al., 2010; Chen et al., 2016;
Zhai et al., 2011; Bancken et al., 2014; Pessutto
et al., 2020). One limitation of extant topic model-
ing/clustering approaches is that these techniques
fail to leverage the semantic context of the entire
text while clustering. Recently, pre-trained mod-
els capable of capturing contextual representations
have been developed (Peters et al., 2018; Devlin
et al., 2018). However, vanilla pre-trained em-
beddings doesn’t lead to coherent groupings of as-
pects as the e-commerce review language is signif-
icantly different from general English/web text on
which these embeddings models are pre-trained.
In this paper, we propose a transformer language
embedding model that captures the semantics of e-
commerce reviews, thereby leading to robust clus-
tering. Note that our generated embeddings may
be used with any existing clustering techniques to
improve their quality.

3 Proposed Solution

The proposed framework for aspect grouping and
naming has two main components: (i) phrase clus-
tering, and (ii) aspect name generation. Our goal
is to develop a phrase embedding model that cap-
tures the nuances of e-commerce reviews, and a
conditional NLG model that generates meaning-
ful names for the aspects without any manually la-
beled data. To achieve this, we propose a novel
distant supervision scheme that uses the two com-
ponents to improve the other along with some
heuristic based automated supervision. Note that
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Table 1: Sample output of the aspect insights framework on headphones

Aspect Name Example Review Snippets

sound quality

[‘its just like mentioned in description very good quality of sound’,
‘i must say that i dont regret my decision as its sound quality is too good’,
‘i can definitely say its sound quality is very good’, ‘definitely very nice
choice its sound is very nice’]

value for money

[‘just go for it on this price bracket it is the complete value for money’,
‘nothing to dislike as such in this amount of money this is the best
thing u get’, ‘nothing more 1 can ask and to top it all at an amazing price
point’, ‘go for these guys for the price range these are the best’]

bass quality

[‘build quality is pretty good and yeah it does have a punchy bass’,
‘this must be a nice purchase if you are bass lover’, ‘just go for it
if you are a bass lover’, ‘just go for it if u are bass lover’, ‘it is the
king of bass so i strongly recommended’]

we get the review phrases extracted by the existing
pipeline at a popular e-commerce service. Figure 1
shows an overview of the proposed framework

Figure 1: workflow diagram for clustering and naming

and table 1 shows a snapshot of the final output
for a headphone.

3.1 Initial Phrase Clustering

Recently advances in language modeling have re-
sulted in text embedding models (Devlin et al.,
2018) such that the embeddings are able to cap-
ture the semantics of the text and consequently
similar text phrases are mapped to similar vec-
tors. Since our goal is to semantically group re-
view phrases into clusters, we chose the state-
of-the-art transformer based semantic text embed-
ding model SBERT-STS (Reimers and Gurevych,
2019) that was trained for the semantic textual
similarity (STS) task (Wang et al., 2018). Once
each review phrase embedding is generated, we

use agglomerative clustering to cluster the review
phrases into aspect groups. We chose agglomer-
ative clustering technique instead of k-means as
agglomerative clustering is parameterized by only
the distance threshold that is easier to tune and
interpret in our usecase. While SBERT-STS is a
state-of-the-art general purpose semantic embed-
ding model, it fails to generalize to e-commerce
reviews. The underlying reason is the nuances of
e-commerce reviews, such as the phrases often be-
ing short incomplete sentences, presence of code
mixed phrases including regional words, presence
of spelling and grammar errors. To improve the
text embeddings to capture the characteristics of
reviews, we propose a novel distant supervision
strategy to finetune the SBERT-STS model. We
describe this strategy in section 3.3.

3.2 Initial Aspect Name Generation

The goal of this component is to generate a name
that represents the common theme of a cluster.
We use a sequence-to-sequence based NLG model
to generate meaningful aspect names. The main
challenge with sequence to sequence models is
that they require a significant amount of training
data for a stable model. We designed a heuris-
tic based distant supervision strategy that enables
us to generate labeled data at scale without hu-
man annotation. We chose T5 (Raffel et al., 2019)
as the base model as it has been pre-trained on a
huge amount of data on multiple NLP tasks, mak-
ing it a great candidate for transfer learning and
stable NLG capabilities. We use k randomly se-
lected review phrases concatenated as the input to
T5. We choose the most descriptive n-gram from
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a cluster of review phrases that satisfy certain lin-
guistic rules as the distantly supervised label (as-
pect name) for that cluster as follows:We first col-
lect all n-grams (n=1,2,3,4) from the corpus of re-
views in a cluster. Next, we eliminate “ineligible
phrases” based on POS-tag based rules. We use
SPACY (Honnibal et al., 2020) for POS-tagging.
Based on the ngrams, we employ the below rules
to eliminate ineligible ngrams. Let t be a ngram
whose eligibility we would evaluate. Let post be a
set of POS tags for each corresponding word in t.
t is an ineligible n-gram if either of the following
is satisfied:
1. len(post) > 1 and last element of post
∈ [’DET’, ’ADP’, ’CCONJ’, ’ADV’, ’PRON’,
’AUX’, ’SCONJ’, ’PART’]
2. len(post) > 1 and first element of post
∈ [’ADV’, ’AUX’, ’PART’, ’PRON’, ’ADP’,
’CCONJ’, ’DET’]
3. post ∈ {[’ADP’, ’NOUN’], [’ADP’, ’PROPN’],
[’DET’, ’NOUN’],[’AUX’], [’ADV’], [’INTJ’],
[’DET’], [’VERB’], [’CCONJ’]}
4. if first or last word of t is "i".
t is an eligible n-gram overriding the above crite-
ria if either of the following is satisfied:
1. len(post) > 1 and last element of
post ∈ [’ADJ’] and first element of post ∈
[’NOUN’,’PROPN’]
2. First word of t is “not”.
For an eligible set of n-grams, we propose the fol-
lowing two heuristic algorithms for training label
(cluster name) generation:
(1) TF-IDF-based Naming: We derive TF-IDF
scores for each n-gram and weight the TF-IDF
score by n (in n-gram), i.e. providing higher
weight to longer n-grams. This allows us to get
more descriptive names. The candidate n-gram
with the highest weighted TF-IDF score is the
cluster name.
(2) Distance-Based Naming: For each n-gram we
compute the mean cosine distance with each mem-
ber phrase of the cluster. The n-gram with the min-
imum distance is considered as the cluster name.
For generating the distantly supervised training la-
bels for our model, we choose high confidence
cluster names by setting high thresholds for the
aforementioned scores.

3.3 Improving Clustering & Name
Generation

Next, we use the initial versions of the reviews
phrase clustering and aspect name generation
model to distantly supervise and improve each
other. One of the main limitations of the ini-
tial clustering model was the usage of general
purpose semantic embeddings from SBERT-STS
that fails to capture the distinct characteristics
of e-commerce reviews language. Consequently,
many phrases could not be assigned a cluster even
though they were relevant to certain aspect of a
product and in many cases different clusters were
formed for the same aspect. To overcome this
limitation, we finetune the transformer based text
embedding model with reviews text. We use the
unsupervised masked language model (MLM) on
the reviews text and couple it with distant super-
vision signal generated from the T5 based aspect
name generation model. Below is the algorithm
for training our transformer based text representa-
tion model.

We first train the transformer using the stan-
dard MLM loss (as described in BERT (Devlin
et al., 2018)) on reviews text. This enables the
model to learn a robust language model specific to
the reviews domain. Furthermore, to enhance the
semantic matching capabilities, we finetune our
model Siamese style using the following triplet
loss:

loss = max(||ea− ep||− ||ea− en||+m, 0) (1)

where ea, ep and en are embeddings of anchor
phrase, positive phrase and negative phrase, re-
spectively. m is margin. Negative samples should
be at least margin further apart from the anchor
than the positive. The anchor and positive phrases
refer to the same aspect, whereas anchor and neg-
ative phrase refer to different aspects. Minimiz-
ing this loss would ensure that embeddings of the
phrases mentioned in “anchor phrase” and “pos-
itive phrase” are close, while the phrases men-
tioned in “anchor phrase” and “negative phrase”
is far away. The methodology to generate triplet
data is described below:
(1) Positive Pairs: We hypothesize that clusters
with the same/similar names are talking about the
same aspect. Therefore, any randomly selected
phrase from one cluster could act as a positive
pair for another randomly selected phrase from an-
other. For this, we find the cluster names for each
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cluster by leveraging the T5 based aspect name
generation model. We also find the medoid of each
cluster. Medoid is defined as an element in a clus-
ter which has the least average distance from the
remaining elements in the cluster. We use the ini-
tial SBERT-STS embeddings to generate embed-
dings of the cluster names and medoids and pick
positive samples from clusters where (a) cosine
distance between cluster names <= 0.08, or (b) co-
sine distance between cluster medoids <= 0.05 or
(c) cosine distance between cluster names <= 0.1
and cosine distance between medoids <= 0.1 as
positive pairs. These thresholds were tuned em-
pirically. We sample a small number of anchor
phrases with code-mixed or fully regional phrases,
and we added their English translation as a posi-
tive pair to enable the model’s semantic matching
robustness in the presence of vernacular.
(2) Negative Pairs: If names of 2 clusters have a
distance higher than a particular threshold (0.4),
then the phrases from one cluster qualify to be
negative pair to phrases of another cluster.
Once the text embedding model is trained and fine-
tuned for e-commerce review text, we again use
the same agglomerative clustering technique (as
described in section 3.1) to generate robust and
high quality aspect grouping. After re-clustering
using the fine-tuned embeddings, we then use the
T5 based aspect name generation model that was
developed in section 3.2 to generate the aspect
names for these new clusters. Even though the as-
pect name generation model wasn’t re-trained in
this step, but still the aspect name generation im-
proves due to the new clusters being more coher-
ent.

4 Experiments

4.1 Baselines

We use the following baseline algorithms to com-
pare with our proposed framework.
(1) SBERT-STS-Clustering: We use the state-
of-the-art sentence transformers (Reimers and
Gurevych, 2019) model trained the STS task 1 for
phrase embedding and agglomerative clustering to
create aspect groups. We use this baseline to com-
pare with our aspect grouping model that uses dis-
tant supervision.
(2) DS-Clustering: This is our proposed final
clustering model as described in section 3.3.

1https://huggingface.co/sentence-transformers/stsb-bert-
base

(3) Heuristic-Name-Generation: We use the
heuristic algorithm (used for distant supervision)
using TFIDF scores and distance threshold as de-
scribed in section 3.2 as a baseline for aspect name
generation.
(4) DS-BART-Name-Generation: We train the
state-of-the-art conditional language generation
model, BART (Lewis et al., 2019) with our dis-
tant supervision strategy as a baseline for aspect
name generation model.
(5) DS-T5-Name-Generation: This is our pro-
posed final aspect name generation model as de-
scribed in section 3.3 using T5 (Raffel et al.,
2019).

4.2 Experimental Setup

We use the sentence-transformers 2, Hugging-
Face 3 and Pytorch 4 libraries to train our reviews
phrase embedding model. Training was done on a
single Nvidia V100 GPU. Batch size was set to be
16. Learning rate was set to be 2X10−05 with 10%
of total training iterations as warmup steps and a
linear decay schedule. We used the ADAM opti-
mizer with parameters (beta1: 0.9, beta2: 0.999,
epsilon: 10−8). We train the phrase embedding
model for 10 epochs. We use the python SKLearn
library for agglomerative clustering. For DS-
Clustering, we used a cosine distance margin of
0.5. For the baseline SBERT-STS-Clustering, we
use the SBERT-STS model for phrase embedding
and the agglomerative clustering threshold was set
to 0.2. We train the T5 model using HuggingFace
and Pytorch libraries for our aspect name gen-
eration model, DS-T5-Name-Generation. Batch
size was set to be 2. Learning rate was set to be
5X10−05. We used the ADAM optimizer with pa-
rameters (beta1: 0.9, beta2: 0.999, epsilon: 10−8).
We train DS-T5-Name-Generation for 3 epochs.
For our BART based baseline training, we set
batch size to be 2, learning rate to be 5X10−05.
The baseline was trained for 3 epochs. All the
heuristic thresholds described in section 3 were
hand-tuned experimentally.

4.3 Results

aaDataset: To evaluate the proposed framework
at scale, we collect customer reviews and return
comments of a random sample of 1500 products

2https://www.sbert.net
3https://huggingface.co
4https://pytorch.org
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of a popular e-commerce service. The total num-
ber of reviews and return comments were around
40 million. These 40 million reviews/comments
were broken down into review phrases. The re-
view phrases were on an average 5.5 words long.
Language of the corpus is a mix of English and
common vernacular languages in India e.g. Hindi.
Some phrases have mix-coded tokens from En-
glish and Hindi Language. A sentiment model was
applied to remove the neutral phrases, resulting in
33 million phrases. Neutral phrases were removed
in this exercise, as the intention was to understand
the likes and dislikes of a customer for the product.
Our goal is to cluster these phrases into coherent
aspect groups and subsequently generate human
readable names for these clusters.

Phrase Clustering: To evaluate aspect cluster
quality, we use the popular Silhouette Score. In-
tuitively, it measures the closeness of samples to
its own cluster as compared to other clusters. Sil-
houette Score computation doesn’t require ground
truth labels and consequently can be computed at
scale. We also did a human annotation driven eval-
uation. We define the following two metrics: (i)
intra-cluster accuracy: probability that a pair ran-
domly selected from a cluster refers to the same
aspect, and (ii) inter-cluster accuracy: probability
that a pair randomly selected from different clus-
ters refers to different aspects. We generate a ran-
dom sample of intra-cluster phrase pairs and inter-
cluster phrase pairs from the output of the DS-
clustering and the baseline methods. The annota-
tion team marked each pair as similar (pair belongs
to same aspect) or dissimilar (pair belongs to dif-
ferent aspects). We estimate intra-cluster accuracy
as the fraction of intra-cluster sampled pairs that
were similar. Similarly, we estimate inter-cluster
accuracy as the fraction of inter-cluster sampled
pairs that were dissimilar. We report the cluster-
ing metrics in Table 2. Table 3 shows qualitative
examples of clustering.

Table 2: Comparison of aspect clustering methods.
Method A: SBER-STS-Clustering, B: DS-Clustering
w/o MLM, C: DS-Clustering

A B C
Silhouette Score 0.33 0.52 0.54
intra-cluster accuracy 0.88 0.88 0.91
inter-cluster accuracy 0.90 0.98 0.98

We see from table 2 that DS-Clustering im-

Table 3: Example review phrases that are correctly
clustered by DS-Clustering inspite of presence of
spelled errors(isound) and code mixing (paisa vasool
translates to value for money). Baseline fails to cluster
these.

Review Phrase Cluster Name
isound quality is amazing sound quality
fully paisa vasool. value for money
truly value for each paisa spent value for money

proves over all baselines across all metrics. DS-
Clustering improves by upto 64% over the base-
lines on Silhouette Score. On annotation driven
inter/intra cluster accuracy, DS-Clustering is able
to improve by upto 9%. DS-Clustering is able to
improve over the baselines as our distantly super-
vised text embedding model is able to capture the
unique language characteristics of e-commerce re-
views where the general purpose text embedding
models such as SBERT-STS fail to generalize. Ex-
amples of such cases are shown in table 3.

Aspect Name Generation: The name genera-
tion models in section 4.1 generate cluster names,
which are on an average 2.7 words long. We mea-
sure the quality of the generated names by annotat-
ing 53K clusters generated by DS-Clustering. The
annotation team reviewed sample phrases from
each cluster and created a name that best de-
scribed the aspect of the cluster as per their judge-
ment. We treat this as ground truth and eval-
uate how close is the name generated via our
model and the baselines to the ground truth. We
measure closeness using ROUGE-F scores. The
summary of metrics can be seen in table 4.
We see that DS-T5-Name-Generation model out-

Table 4: Comparison of aspect name generation meth-
ods. Method A: Heuristic-Name-Generation, B: DS-
BART-Name-Generation, C: DS-T5-Name-Generation

A B C
ROUGE-1-F score 0.70 0.71 0.79
ROUGE-2-F score 0.46 0.47 0.63
ROUGE-L-F score 0.68 0.71 0.79

performs both the Heuristic-Name-Generation as
well as the DS-BART-Name-Generation models
in all metrics showing that our model generates
names that are most similar to that of human
annotation team. Consequently, DS-T5-Name-
Generation is able to generate human readable
names using our novel distant supervision tech-
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nique. DS-T5-Name-Generation is able to im-
prove by 37% over Heuristic-Name-Generation on
ROGUE-2 score even though distant-supervision
was created through similar heuristics. This shows
that the transfer learning capabilities of T5 com-
bined with our heuristics based distant supervision
results in a robust conditional NLG model with-
out any manual labeling. Additionally, we ana-
lyzed cases where DS-T5-Name-Generation gen-
erated different names when compared to anno-
tated names (i.e. ROUGE-L = 0) in table 5. Our
model is able to perform well even in these cases.
The ROUGE-L score is 0 as there is no word over-
lap, however, the generated names are semanti-
cally similar to the annotated names showing the
semantic language understanding capabilities of
our T5 based sequence to sequence model. In ta-
ble 5, we report such examples. In the first exam-
ple, a spelling error (“dimesions”) in human an-
notation is leading to a Rouge score of 0, whereas
our naming model generates names with correct
spelling. In the second example, both the names
are semantically similar.

Table 5: Examples where model generated names do
not match annotated names. A: DS-T5-Naming. B:
Manual Annotation

Cluster Phrases A B
[’the dimensions too
are incorrect’,’dimen-
sions not appropriate
for my usage’]

wrong
dimensions

inaccurate
dimesions

[’creating pain in foot’,
’hurts feet on walking’,
’itspainful for foot’]

hurts the
feet

Getting
foot pain

5 Conclusion

In this paper we presented a practical aspect clus-
tering and naming framework for e-commerce re-
views. Our models leverage distant supervision
thereby avoiding the need of manually labeled
data. Extensive evaluations show improvement in
clustering by 64% and naming by 16%. Survey
results in appendix show that the approach gener-
ates more interpretable aspects when compared to
an existing e-commerce baseline. We hypothesize
that our novel distant supervision paradigm is gen-
eralizable across domains and in future we wish
to explore the application of our novel distant su-
pervision scheme to other domains. We also plan
to explore principled approaches to handle multi-

context phrases (phrase talking about multiple as-
pects) without needing manual annotations.
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6 Appendix

6.1 Comparison with a e-commerce baseline
We also compare the performance of our frame-
work with the existing system at a popular e-
commerce service that uses a non-negative ma-
trix factorization (NMF) based topic modeling ap-
proach 5 on the “document-term” matrix created
from the review corpus to extract aspects. A
sample output of the framework is shown in ta-
ble 7.The NMF based system is not able to distin-
guish semantically different aspects, resulting in
incoherent clusters. E.g. “money, refund, wastage,
value” are grouped together. Our proposed frame-
work, howerver, is able to distinguish and capture
the nuanced aspects. For example it is able to cap-
ture “value for money” as a separate aspect.

We use a human annotation driven approach to
compare our proposed framework with the exist-
ing baseline. For each product type we get the
aspect names generated by the topic modeling ap-
proach as well as our proposed framework. In each
solution, for each aspect, we asked 3 “yes/no”
questions to the annotation team.
(1) Does this aspect name describe the aspect of a
product?

5Details can’t be disclosed due to proprietary information
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Table 6: User Responses to Survey. Improvement in Favorable Response quantifies how many more favorable
responses were received for the DS-clustering + DS Naming framework as compared to the NMF framework.

Questions Asked
Improvement in Favorable

Response
(a) Does this aspect name describe the aspect of a product? +34.78%
(b) Is the supplementary information helping in understanding
the aspect better?

+42.72%

(c) Does this help in knowing more about the customer likes
and dislikes?

+42.22%

(2) Is the supplementary information helping in
understanding the aspect better?
(3) Does this help in knowing more about the cus-
tomer likes and dislikes?
The results of the survey is summarized in table 6.
In the table, the “term” aspect refers to a cluster of
reviews. “Aspect Name” refers to the name given
to the cluster. “Supplementary Information” are
the additional information given along with clus-
ter and cluster name. In the case of DS-Clustering,
they are a sample of review phrases belonging to
the cluster. In the case of NMF Based Topic Mod-
eling, they are the additional words obtained with
each topic words. We can see the annotation team
found our proposed framework to be significantly
more helpful the topic modeling based baseline.
Sample output of DS-Clustering + DS-T5-Name-
generation is shown in table 1.

We also compare the performance of our frame-
work with the existing system at a popular e-
commerce service that uses a non-negative ma-
trix factorization (NMF) based topic modeling ap-
proach on the “document-term” matrix created
from the review corpus to extract aspects. A sam-
ple output of the framework is shown in table.The
NMF based system is not able to distinguish se-
mantically different aspects, resulting in incoher-
ent clusters. E.g. “money, refund, wastage, value”
are grouped together. Our proposed framework,
howerver, is able to distinguish and capture the
nuanced aspects. For example it is able to cap-
ture “value for money” as a separate aspect. We
also compare the performance of our framework
with the existing system at a popular e-commerce
service that uses a non-negative matrix factoriza-
tion (NMF) based topic modeling approach on the
“document-term” matrix created from the review
corpus to extract aspects. A sample output of the
framework is shown in table.The NMF based sys-
tem is not able to distinguish semantically differ-

Table 7: Results NMF Based topic modeling on re-
views of headphones

aspect name related words

stopped
left, suddenly, 10, usage,
earpiece, working, 15,
warranty, function

money
value, waste, completely,
spend, wastage, spent,
want, refund, definitely

working

fine, left, speaker,
button, perfectly,
microphone, touch, 15,
device

sound
clarity, clear, balanced,
base, effect, loud,
output, average, quality

range
mids, 10, meters, quite,
frequency, audio,
available, 500

battery

backup, hours, hrs,
10, long, drains,
upto, performance,
continuously

ent aspects, resulting in incoherent clusters. E.g.
“money, refund, wastage, value” are grouped to-
gether. Our proposed framework, howerver, is
able to distinguish and capture the nuanced as-
pects. For example it is able to capture “value for
money” as a separate aspect.
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